Correlation of contact sensitizer potency with T cell frequency and TCR repertoire diversity.
Allergic contact dermatitis is a T cell-mediated skin disease. Many hundreds of organic chemicals and some metal ions are contact sensitizers. They induce an innate inflammatory immune response in the skin that results in the priming of contact sensitizer-specific T cells by dendritic cells in the draining lymph nodes. The factors that determine the strength of this T cell response and thereby define the potency of a contact sensitizer are largely unknown. This chapter highlights different variables such as precursor frequency of antigen-specific T cells, possible bystander activation, and T cell receptor diversity or avidity of the TCR/peptide-MHC interactions, which might impact the quality and strength of T cell responses to contact sensitizers. In addition, different methods available to determine both the frequency of antigen-specific T cells and T cell receptor repertoires are discussed. Identification of the factors determining potency may allow for the development of suitable in vitro assays for potency assessment of contact sensitizers.